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Honourable Ministers,

Distinguished Delegates,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Barely ten weeks ago the .Commission at its Sixteenth Session,

held in Freetown, was seized with the question of the future of the

African Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research which is

located in Nairobi. Then the fate of the Institute was one of two

options, either permanent closure or survival. At that meeting

development planning experts from most member States objectively

examined and discussed the problems in the way of getting the Institute

established and made operational. In the debate that ensued many

delegates regretted the delay that has been experienced in getting

the Institute operational? the principal constraints were outlined;

and positive suggestions were made to eliminate these constraints.

The debate was frank, forthright, objective, well motivated and

showed concern for the survival of the Institute. One strong element

ran through the various interventions and that was a general convic'wic.

that the Institute was needed. This conviction derived from a strong

belief that its planned training and research programmes would help

African States both individually and collectively to steadily move

towards achieving technological self-reliance. As such it was the

general concensus of the Freetown meeting that the Institute deserves

to be sustained and given financial, material, moral and political

support by every African State=
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The present Governing Council meeting is a business one, It is

not really the occasion for me to elaborate on the economic, social

and political justifications for the establishment and support of an

institution of the type that we are trying to build in Nairobi, I

might have done a lot of this justification already in the past* The

debate in Freetown on the issue of having the Institute and effectively

supporting it/"as well as the tenure and spirit of that debate and

the. resultart resolution on sustaining the InstituteP were a full

testimony that most member States were already convinced of the

necessity for, and immense advantages of, having this innovative

technical institution„

The acknowledged constraints that have hampered the efforts of

the secretariat and of the few member States that have supported

the Institute from the very beginning* wore said to be the current

adverse financial situations most African States were experiencing

and lack of adequate information on the Institute, its design and

missiono Surely, after the numerous documentation on the Institute

for a.period of over two,years, the various country consultative

and promotional missions undertaken on behalf of the Institute, and

the Freetown debate on an important subject as an institution for

the development of technological capability, we cannot now legitimates-

claim any lack of information as tenable justification for any

indifference and lack of action, on matters affecting the Institute t

particularly on the question of membership and financial support

for the Institute. To continue to sit on the fence and hope that

a few countries will carry the burden of getting the Institute started
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and opt later* to come in when the going is good, is to adopt an

attitude that is not in the best interest of collective responsibility

and African solidarity.

In the year 1981 there cauld still be a few individuals who

may feel that the Institute we very much need may be beyond what

our collective resources can afford to support. That may be so

because of our adverse financial and economic situations which are

largely due to our overdependence on the industrialized world, If

we are getting our long-term development priorities right then

measures designed to reduce the dependent status of our economies

should rank high in our priorities and in the allocation of resources.

In this connexion support for a technological institution like your

Institute should be one of the highest priorities in any regional

co-operation endeavour and in the allocation of national resources

to support that endeavour.

By the end of this century future generations might wonder why

dozens of similar institutions should not have been operating in

different parts of Africa. It may even happen that some half-a-

dozen or more rapidly developing African States should have by then

established national technical institutions modelled after the

design and programme orientation of our Institute,. That is how

things ought to be for our continent. This will be sc not because

the Institute will be regarded as a prestigeous thing, a technological

status symbol, but simply because it is a necessary infrastructure

for capability development in pursuit of technological self-reliance,



Truly .it is an expensive, institution in terms of buildings,, equipment,

machinery, teachers and fellowships. It is to meet this heavy cost

that African States have decided to join hands and to seek external

support in aid of collective self-reliance„ We are joining forces

not only to ease the financial burden involved, but also to make

it possible for those member States which on their own resources

would find it impossible to develop national institutional facilities

for the required capability development, and to ensure the full

utilization and relevance of the facilities of the Institute in Nairobi

If anyone still hopes thai external aid and massive transfer of

technology to Africa will effect a technological breakthrough for

the world's technologically least developed region and without our

own determination and sacrifice, that illusion should be dismissed

outright„ There is just no surer and more effective alternative to

technological advancement and development in Africa than collective

self-reliance with determination and faith. Had America, the USFR,

Japan, India, Indonesia, Brazil and Mexico for instance, waited for

massive transfer of technology from abroad, they would never have

reached their present levels of development and standards of living.

They had to rely on the skills, intellect and innovative talents of

their people to effect technological breakthrougho It should not

be different for Africa. Even if the industrialised countries were

to freely transfer technology in all its forms and on a massive

scale to African States for a period of 15 to 20 years, but without

the skills and brains that make technology work and adapt same to

local resource endowment, we may continue to be technologically
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incapable and the imported technologies may remain idle, unused

and left in the dust. The story will be akin to that of the pauper

who suddenly found himself in the midst of abundant wealth and being

unable to make use of it not having the know-how and entrepreneurial

ability, became more miserable than when he was a pauper living

in filth and abject poverty.

The lesson for Africa is-that without our own capabilities, our

trained technical skills and innovative minds produced by our own

training and research institutions having programmes appropriately

designed to exploit our natural resource endowment, all talks

about economic independence and meaningful self-reliance will be

mere day dreaming. The Institute in Nairobi has for its primary

task the production of a new generation of innovation conscious

and technology confident individuals who will develop, adapt and

indigenize technology for Africa's economic emancipation.

Honourable Ministers,

Distinguished Delegates,

I have just reviewed with- you the critical importance of the

Institute for which you are charged to develop- This extraordinary

meeting of your Council has been convened by the secretariat under

mandate of the Commission, in resolution 417(XVI). This action was

necessitated by problems which face the Institute, thus making it

difficult for it to get operational. These problems v;ere outlined

in detail in the progress report on the Institute which was presented
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to ECA Conference of Ministers in Freetown, My invitation letter ;

for this meeting also highlighted the nroblens summarily. The p

problems ares (i) to date only 9 out of 50 eligible member States

have so far subscribed to the Constitution of the Institute?

(ii) only Kenya and Nigeria have paid their contributions to the

1980-81 budget of the Institute; (iii) although the Institute

was scheduled to begin initial training courses by January 19 81,

it has not been possible to start courses because of lack of funds

and teachers? (iv) the Institute's management machinery - the

Executive Committee and the Academic Board - have proved ineffective

because of lack of quorum at meetings.? and (v) the Institute has

not been able to seek external funding for its buildings and equipment

because African States are yet to demonstrate their solid support

for the Institute in a manner that will convince donors.

It is on account of the foregoing problems that this extraordinary

meeting of the Governing Council has been convened in order to bring

together your collective wisdom in resolving these problems. Although

the question of payment of contributions to the budget of the

Institute is crucial in getting the Institute operational early,

what seems to me even more critical is faith in the Institute that

we are building - a level of faith to have trust in its mission,

to subscribe to its Constitution, to serve devotedly in its Executive

Committee and Academic Board? a level of faith to be genuinely committed

to its full support and use of its facilities? and hence faith for

a country to make the sacrifice to contribute funds for the operation

of the Institute■



The provisional agenda before you calls for a number of

positive decisions to be made - electing individuals and countries

geniunely willing to serve the Institute and Africa; considering

and approving the Master Plan for implementation; approving a

technical co-operation project request to seek funding for the

Institute's buildings, machinery and equipment? considering and

approving the appointment of core staff for the Institute? and

examining ways to facilitate payment of contributions by member

governrnerits„ I air. confident that the spirit that sustained the

Institute in Freetown will live on and that an increasing number

of member States will come forward to support the Institute in

every way. I am further convinced that national delegations are

here with full faith to sustain and support the Institute.

It took us nearly s^ven years between the conception of the

Institute idea and the Rabat decision to have the Institute

established,, Since that decision was made more than two years

have transpired in an effort to get the Institute effectively

established and make it operational. The host country has placed

at the disposal of the Institute local training and research

facilities to enable it to begin initial training courses as soon

as possible, This disposition notwithstanding, the Institute is

not yet able to begin its programme activities for lack of funds.

However, posterity will certainly be gratified by the outcome of

the Freetown debate on the Institute and by the spirit of Commission

resolution 417(XVI) to sustain the Institute. We all know that any

good thing takes a long time to overcome problems of getting accepted

and supported, especially when it involves financial contributions.



We are not now here to look back and take stock of past mistakes

and omissions. We are here for the simple purpose of establishing

mutual confidence to build up the Institute, to find solutions to

its teething problems, and to rally round the Institute because

it is genuinely African in conception design and ownership. We are

all capable of doing all that is in our collective effort and in the

special mission of the Institute„ This is the spirit with which I

plead with you to handle the affairs of the Institute and the agenda

before you* As the programme before you is heavy and you have only

two days to execute it, it is absolutely necessary that you be as

objective as possible and be precise in management decision making

as business demands. ,

One final point. Let me ..assure you of the secretariat's faith,

and my. personal faith, in the Institute. We stand ready to work

with your Council and are willing to facilitate the realization

of its decisions in a manner that will make the Institute live up

to expectations. We accept that the secretariat has an important

promotional role to play and in this we share a joint responsibility

with the Council. However-, the secretariat cannot play its part

effectively and fruitfully unless the Governing Council and the

member States it represents play their part fully and effectively.

This means placing at the disposal of the Institute the required

material and financial resources for programme operations and making

full use of its training and research facilities.

Hay I now wish the Council successful deliberation, wisdom and

mutual confidence in its decisions„

I thank you.


